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Predators have profound effects on prey behavior and some adult brood parasites use
predator resemblance to exploit the antipredator defenses of their hosts. Clarifying host
perception of such stimuli is important for understanding the adaptive significance of
adult brood parasite characteristics, and the mechanisms by which they misdirect hosts.
Here I review the literature to explore the adaptive basis of predator resemblance in
avian brood parasites, and natural variation in host responses to these stimuli. I also
provide a framework for the information ecology of predator resemblance, which is
based on the principles of signal detection theory and draws from empirical evidence
from the common cuckoo, Cuculus canorus, as the most widely studied system. In
this species, visual and acoustic hawk-like stimuli are effective in manipulating host
defenses. Overall, contrasts across host responses suggest that different modalities
of information can have independent effects on hosts, and that predator resemblance
takes advantage of multiple sensory and cognitive processes. Host perception of these
stimuli and the degree to which they are processed in an integrated manner, and the
physiological processes underlying regulation of the responses, present new avenues
for brood parasitism research.
Keywords: adaptive resemblance, imperfect mimicry, eavesdropping, perception, predator-prey, mimicry,
communication, cuckoo

INTRODUCTION
Predation is a powerful force of natural selection. As a consequence, systems for detecting,
recognizing and responding to predators are widespread (Lima and Dill, 1990; Ruxton et al.,
2018; Leavell and Bernal, 2019). In the Kalahari Desert, you might witness a fork-tailed drongo
aggressively dive-bombing a tawny eagle (Dicrurus adsimilis, and Aquila rapax, respectively).
At roughly sixty times lighter, why does the drongo risk harassing this gigantic predator?
Typically, approaching large predators can be explained by rewards shared across the prey
community via mobbing defenses (Shields, 1984; Caro, 2005). By contrast, rodents that actively
approach predatory cat cues derive no benefit for themselves or conspecifics. This fatal attraction
occurs under Toxoplasma gondii infection, which alters predator aversion in intermediate rat
hosts. The manipulative endoparasite benefits from increased transmission to the stomach of
a cat (the definitive host; Berdoy et al., 2000). Indeed, cheats regularly benefit from stimulus
ambiguity in the world of predator-versus-prey, harnessing mimicry and misdirection to mislead
(Ruxton et al., 2018; Leavell and Bernal, 2019). Particularly infamous amongst cheats are the brood
parasites, and here, I review the role of predator resemblance in facilitating brood parasitism.
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Davies and Welbergen, 2008). Barred chest plumage deters
non-host parids from approaching, and reduces mobbing
defenses in reed warbler hosts—as expected if they fear and avoid
hawks (Welbergen and Davies, 2008, 2011). Indeed, warblers
were more aggressive in mobbing cuckoos that appeared less
hawk-like (where chest-barring was concealed; Welbergen and
Davies, 2011), thereby confirming that hawk resemblance is
perceived and effectively enhances brood parasitism success.
However, not all individuals are fooled by the imperfect visual
resemblance. Hosts mobbed cuckoos three times more intensely
than hawks, demonstrating a capacity for discrimination,
which is important because it provides the necessary basis for
antagonistic coevolution (Duckworth, 1991; Welbergen and
Davies, 2011; Yu et al., 2017). Some regularly and infrequently
parasitized species will aggressively mob cuckoos despite their
hawk-like appearance (Trnka and Prokop, 2012; Lyon and
Gilbert, 2013; Ma et al., 2018). These apparently aggressive
species may have overcome cuckoo hawk resemblance by being
highly discriminating, driven by intense social learning under
high parasitism prevalence. Alternatively, aggressive mobbing
of a hawk could represent a cost of visual hawk-like characters
(Lyon and Gilbert, 2013). As illustrated by the tawny eagle and
drongo, prey will occasionally mob even very large predators
vigorously, but this is not the case across all prey species and is
rare among reed warblers (Welbergen and Davies, 2009). Indeed,
baseline responses to predators are an important consideration
in cuckoo-host dynamics and in particular, with regards to local
variation in predator presence.
Female cuckoo calls share characteristics with those of
Accipiter hawks (Newman, 2013; Liang, 2017; York and Davies,
2017). Similarities between female cuckoo and sparrowhawk calls
provoke antipredator behavior to a similar extent both among
hosts and non-hosts (York and Davies, 2017). Furthermore, in a
number of cuckoo host species, female cuckoo and sparrowhawk
calls similarly supress host defenses against brood parasitism,
supporting the view that perceiving a female cuckoo call as that of
a hawk manipulates a trade-off between behaviors that promote
self-protection versus those that support parental investment
(York and Davies, 2017; Roncalli et al., 2019; Marton et al.,
2021; Shen et al., 2021). In the case of reed warblers, rejection
defenses were suppressed, by contrast, great reed warbler,
A. arundinaceus, mobbing responses were dampened following
exposure to female cuckoo calls, which suggests the effects of
these calls can supress both major lines of defense against brood
parasitism. Whether these calls also increase opportunities for
brood parasitism by increasing nest access is unknown (York and
Davies, 2017; Marton et al., 2021). Given that diverse hawk-like
stimuli are salient and provoke varied responses among hosts,
we turn our attention to their evolution in the context of wider
information ecology.

Hosts of brood parasites suffer reduced reproductive success
via two main routes: the premature death of their young, and
by misdirected parental effort (Rothstein, 1990; Kilner, 2005;
Kilner and Langmore, 2011; Mark and Rubenstein, 2013). To
avoid these costs, hosts have evolved adaptations in defense
against brood parasitism. In response, counteradaptations (to
avoid host detection and enhance parasitism success) are the
corresponding adaptations in antagonistic coevolution between
host and parasite, that explain the evolution of, for example,
extreme egg mimicry (Spottiswoode and Stevens, 2010). Indeed,
egg mimicry has long provided textbook examples of hostparasite coevolution (Rothstein, 1990; Davies, 2000; Feeney et al.,
2014). By contrast, characteristics at the adult stage can be
shaped by ecology beyond the host’s nest. In some cases, adult
characteristics appear to capitalize on a fate worse than brood
parasitism for the host parent: that of falling prey to a predatory
hawk (Lima and Dill, 1990; Davies, 2000).

Is Hawk-Like Resemblance Adaptive for
Cuckoos?
Some adult brood parasitic cuckoos (Cuculinae) share
characteristics with raptors; an observation that has long
enchanted natural historians (Wallace, 1889; Chance, 1940).
Phenotypic overlap could have arisen through convergent
evolution, or via antagonistic coevolution with hosts (Payne,
1967; Craib, 1994). Comparative analyses across cuckoos suggest
brood parasitic species are more likely to resemble predatory
birds than species exhibiting parental care (Payne, 1967; Krüger
et al., 2007). Moreover, predator-like characteristics appear
to have evolved among cuckoos after brood parasitism arose
(Krüger et al., 2007), suggesting that predator resemblance is
adaptive. Importantly, predator resemblance could influence host
behavior in three ways. First, by provoking escape responses,
which extends opportunity to access the nest for egg-laying
(Welbergen and Davies, 2008, 2011; York and Davies, 2017).
Second, by deterring hosts from mobbing, which could provide
greater access to nests, or avoid the costs of being mobbed
(Welbergen and Davies, 2008, 2011; York and Davies, 2017).
Indeed, host mobbing defenses are important since highly vocal
nest-defending reed warblers (Acrocephalus scirpaceus) are
parasitized least (Campobello and Sealy, 2018), mobbing can
result in cuckoo injury or death (Molnár, 1944; Wyllie, 1981;
Davies and Brooke, 1988; Šulc et al., 2020), and mobbing can
alert neighbors, thereby increasing local nest-guarding and
egg-rejection defenses. That said, mobbing can also be costly
for hosts, and can increase parasitism and depredation (Smith
et al., 1984; Krama and Krams, 2005; Davies and Welbergen,
2009; Campobello and Sealy, 2018). Third, predator resemblance
could also influence hosts by misdirecting their defenses
from clutch- to self-protection, thus increasing antipredator
vigilance while reducing investment in egg rejection defenses
(York and Davies, 2017).
Elegant experiments by Davies and Welbergen indicated
that visual sparrowhawk, Accipiter nisus, resemblance
is adaptive in host interactions with common cuckoos
(Cuculus canorus; hereafter “cuckoo”; Duckworth, 1991;
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How Does Hawk Resemblance Evolve in
Cuckoos?
Communication involves a signal that is emitted by a sender
to influence a receiver, and in turn, the response of the
receiver determines signal efficacy, ultimately providing a net
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hosts use social learning to identify the gray cuckoo morph as
a fake, which incurs a frequency-dependent fitness benefit for
the rarer rufous morph (Thorogood and Davies, 2012). It is also
possible that rufous females benefit from reduced costs of being
mobbed, due to any costs associated with hawk-like appearance
(Lyon and Gilbert, 2013). This additional benefit for the hepatic
morph would therefore be frequency-dependent in relation to
host baseline aggression toward hawks.
The ecological basis for the resemblance between female
cuckoo and hawk calls differs from that underlying visual
resemblance. Adult hawks produce calls in the context of
communication between the pair, accompanying provisioning
visits during courtship and chick rearing (Newton, 1986).
Consequently, these calls are conspicuous signals and prey
can benefit from interceptive eavesdropping, since hawk calls
are indicative of ongoing local predation risk (Peake, 2005;
Ridley et al., 2014; Billings et al., 2015). Given that small
passerines are the main target of sparrowhawk hunts, female
cuckoo hawk-like calls exploit an interceptive eavesdropper with
dishonest information; which can be considered a distinct role
in communication ecology (Figure 1C). The benefits of hawklike female cuckoo calls may originate from signals used in
intraspecific communication (York and Davies, 2017; York,
2018). Cuckoos of both sexes are responsive to playbacks of adult
cuckoo calls (Moskát and Hauber, 2019). The existence of multifunction signals is widespread in animal communication, since
once a beneficial signal is produced, additional benefits reinforce
its advantage (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998). Although
adult Cuculinae vocalizations are not fully described, those with
sex differences in adult calls are brood parasitic (Payne, 2005;
Kim et al., 2017).
The flexible and ephemeral nature of behavioral signaling
means that female cuckoo calls can be produced with the most
beneficial timing to influence relevant audiences (Chance, 1940;
Wyllie, 1981; York and Davies, 2017). Their brevity may explain
limitations for hosts to develop counter-responses through
learning (York and Davies, 2017). Opportunities for individual
and social learning of calls by hosts could be more scarce than
for visual characteristics, since associative learning requires a
mobbing or active demonstrator to be effective (Campobello
and Sealy, 2011a; and references therein). If learning does
occur, temporal variation in parasitism intensity may account for
between-year variation in host defenses (Campobello and Sealy,
2011a; Thorogood and Davies, 2013b). Populations with higher
frequencies of parasitism where cuckoos are more abundant (e.g.,
Moskát et al., 2008; Campobello and Sealy, 2011b) could provide
greater opportunities for habituation or learning processes.

fitness payoff to both parties (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998;
Maynard-Smith and Harper, 2003). Information is also available
in the form of cues; mere byproducts of an organism existing
in the environment (e.g., body shape, locomotory sounds),
that are not emitted to influence a receiver and, importantly,
cannot evolve independently from the characteristic about which
they provide information (Maynard-Smith and Harper, 2003;
Stevens, 2013). Crypsis scrambles information that could be
extracted from cues, thereby concealing the organism from the
detection systems of a natural enemy or victim, and is not
widely considered to be a form of communication (Stevens,
2013; but see: Ruxton et al., 2018). By contrast, mimicry biases
the characteristics of a mimic to correspond with information
that is emitted by a model. In wrongly identifying the mimic
as the model, the target receiver (the dupe) releases a benefit
for the mimic while paying some form of cost for being misled
(Figure 1; Dalziell and Welbergen, 2016; Font, 2019). Mimetic
traits persist where there is a net fitness benefit for receivers, since
correct detection of a true signal from the model is nevertheless
advantageous (Stevens, 2013; Font, 2019). While examples of
both signal and cue mimicry have been identified, the basis
for their origin and maintenance are frequently debated and
revised (Stevens, 2013; Dalziell and Welbergen, 2016; Jamie, 2017;
Ruxton et al., 2018; de Jager and Anderson, 2019; Font, 2019). As
such, the compelling diversity of adaptive resemblance continues
to provide fascinating conceptual advances.
In cuckoos, visual hawk-like resemblance includes a number
of features: overall shape and size, flight pattern, yellow legs
and eye rings, and conspicuous barred chest plumage (Davies,
2000; Davies and Welbergen, 2008; Welbergen and Davies, 2011).
Other predators that exhibit disruptive patterns (e.g., leopard
spots or tiger stripes) are conspicuous in some contexts, but
under dappled lighting or high speed motion, such patterns
make it challenging to detect the boundaries of the predator’s
form (Stevens, 2013). The barred chest plumage of hawks and
cuckoos is salient for prey, and the extent of chest barring
modifies prey responses to hawks (Davies and Welbergen, 2008;
Welbergen and Davies, 2011). The chest barring of the cuckoo
could be considered a deceptive signal (because there is a fitness
benefit in resembling the hawk) and is generally classed as
Batesian mimicry (Welbergen and Davies, 2011). However, the
resemblance is not based on a signal because the chest barring
is cryptic plumage, therefore the conventional basis of mimicry
is absent (Figure 1A). Additionally, a key criteria of Batesian
mimicry is the assumption that the mimic imposes costs for the
model (Stevens, 2013) and such a mechanism to enforce costs
on hawks is difficult to envisage, and in fact, any habituation
to hawk-like characteristics due to cuckoo exposure would be
beneficial to hawks. Perhaps the least troublesome approach is
to place hawk-like barring cues within the broader umbrella of
adaptive resemblance (Figure 1B; Starrett, 1993).
Female brood parasitic cuckoos also exhibit plumage
polymorphisms. While it appears that the existence of
polymorphisms in female cuckoos is not aligned with mimicking
an alternative raptor model (Trnka et al., 2015), cuckoos with
hawk-like features are more likely to be polymorphic (Thorogood
and Davies, 2013a). Plumage polymorphism is effective because
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How Do Hosts Respond to the
Hawk-Like Stimuli of Cuckoos?
Processing Hawk-Like Stimuli
Signal detection theory has long provided a basis for
understanding animal communication and sensory ecology
(Duncan and Sheppard, 1965; Wiley, 2006). How well prey
can separate a hawk from background environmental noise
(detection) is analogous to how well a host can discern between
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FIGURE 1 | Schematics to illustrate potential roles and relationships in adaptive resemblance. Mutually beneficial or neutral information (left column) and deceptive
information (right column) for: (A) communication (L) versus deceptive mimicry that exploits an existing relationship (R)—on average it benefits the signaller to signal
and the recipient to respond due to net fitness benefits of correct detections; (B) information from cues can provide the basis for other forms of adaptive
resemblance to evolve, without relying on an established signaller-receiver relationship; (C) interceptive eavesdroppers can exploit an existing communication
relationship, and in turn are susceptible to deceptive signals with overlapping characteristics.

cuckoo and hawk (discrimination), since both processes are
influenced by sensory limits and performance (Stoddard and
Stevens, 2011). We currently have a limited understanding of the
perceptual processes underlying host responses to adult cuckoos.
Both the hawk-like barred chest plumage and conspicuous
yellow eyes of cuckoos provoke responses from hosts (Davies
and Welbergen, 2008; Trnka et al., 2012). How host responses
relate to whether the characteristic of the predator model shared
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by the cuckoo is either contextually cryptic (barred plumage),
or conspicuous (yellow skin) deserves further consideration.
It is possible that these two types of information differ in
perceptual processing. Detection of barring might be influenced
by perceptual filtering, and its effect could be distance dependent,
resulting in camouflage at distance and conspicuousness at close
range, as occurs in some species (Stevens, 2013; Ruxton et al.,
2018). Another interesting possibility is that the effect of barring
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doing so, brood parasites indirectly affect host risk-assessment
physiology, which is analogous to the endoparasites that
influence physiology underlying the risk-taking decisions of
their host, and thereby promote parasite transmission (Poulin,
2010). Future studies could fruitfully examine the physiological
mechanisms underlying responses to hawk-like stimuli, and the
consequences for host life-history trade-offs. One important
consideration is how such mechanisms interact with defense
against other threats (e.g., egg predators; Campobello and Sealy,
2010, 2011a; Lawson et al., 2021).

could be conspicuous when static but cryptic in motion, since the
same stimulus can vary in effect depending on observer context
(Caro et al., 2013). The extent of this effect could depend on
the exact plumage barring and degree of similarity to the model
hawk, indeed, cuckoos do tend to be more similar to sympatric
hawk species (Gluckman and Mundy, 2013). Future experimental
work would fruitfully examine the integration of information
to determine host perceptual processing speed and response
thresholds to variation in these cryptic and conspicuous stimuli.
For hosts that appear less susceptible to the repellent effects
of hawk-like appearance, vocal resemblance might provide
cuckoos with another important mechanism for accessing
host nests and avoiding the costs of being mobbed (Marton
et al., 2021). The call may frequently follow the otherwise
secretive and rapid behavioral sequence of a female gliding
down to lay in the nest (Chance, 1940). Hosts observing this
event may therefore be exposed to several hawk-like stimuli
(body form and flight, plumage and pattern similarities, and
calls) in sequence. Sequential exposure could either additively
reinforce, or compensate for deficiencies in the others, depending
on host discriminatory rules, iterative sampling rate, and
multidimensional integration of predator stimuli (Leavell and
Bernal, 2019). The effects estimated from experimental studies
on singular hawk-like stimuli might therefore represent an
underestimation of effects generated by an animated and
multimodal live bird. Alternatively, cuckoo hosts might rely
largely on discrimination rules based on single traits in isolation
due to effects such as overshadowing (Kazemi et al., 2014).

DISCUSSION
The intriguing absence of predator resemblance among other
avian brood parasites remains unexplained. Parasitic cowbirds
(Icteridae) exhibit a number of general adaptations to mitigate
host defenses, but lack resemblance of predators that prey on
adult hosts (Lawson et al., 2021). This may be a consequence
of phylogenetic or body size constraints. Hawk resemblance is
also relatively rare even among cuckoos (of 141 species, 17%
“hawk-like,” 28% with barred plumage; Thorogood and Davies,
2013a). Another possibility for adult brood parasites is aggressive
mimicry, whereby the brood parasite resembles an innocuous
model (Feeney et al., 2015). This form of resemblance could
be more common than is widely appreciated, and deserves
further attention.
Overall, predator resemblance allows cuckoos to exploit hosts
and to enhance brood parasitism by taking advantage of multiple
sensory and cognitive processes. The hawk-like stimuli of brood
parasitic cuckoos appear to defy satisfactory labeling using
established frameworks for mimicry. I hope that considering their
placement in the context of communication ecology as adaptive
resemblance, as described here, will prove useful.

Responding to Hawk-Like Stimuli
Host responses to hawk-like stimuli likely depend on speciesspecific baseline thresholds for predator detection and behavioral
responses on detecting a predator. Prey can initiate several
response types on detecting a predatory threat. Heightened
vigilance combined with freezing can avoid localization by
the predator, or fleeing the location can occur in the absence
of, or in immediate response to, attempted attack (Ruxton
et al., 2018). Alternatively, prey can aggressively mob predators,
whereby easily localizable individuals approach and make violent
contact with the predator (Shields, 1984; Caro, 2005). Cuckoo
hosts use this range of behavioral defenses toward cuckoos,
therefore it is important to examine whether host responses
reflect discrimination, or costs of hawk-like resemblance (Davies
and Welbergen, 2008; Lyon and Gilbert, 2013).
Detection thresholds can be modulated by individual factors
(personality, state, age) and extrinsic environmental variation
(Ruxton et al., 2018; Römer and Holderied, 2020). Similarly,
discrimination thresholds are modulated with local parasitism
or predation risk, which determines the trade-off between
the costs of false alarms and correct detections for hosts
in a given population (Welbergen and Davies, 2008, 2009;
Davies, 2011). Behavioral responses to stimuli are regulated
by neuroendocrine and endocrine mechanisms, and predator
stimuli can provoke acute stress responses with sustained
effects (Clinchy et al., 2013). Brood parasitism can influence
stress physiology (Mark and Rubenstein, 2013), and hawk-like
stimuli could contribute to modulation of this pathway. By
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